
social impact of the digitalization
A farmer in Africa has access 

to more information 
than Bill Clinton when he was president1



Industrial revolution – triple radicality
Internet abolishes time

mobile technologies offer unprecedented ubiquity
Internet abolishes the limits of the audience2



Radicality due to the convergence of
massive data 

the Internet of Things
productions by individuals and communities3



Satya Nadella
the need to constantly challenge the status quo 

instilling a learning culture, 
as opposed to a know it all4



salaried workindependantcommunitySelf servicenon profitdomestic

income

consumptionself-consumption

GDP =
visible economic wealth

world of work

invisible economic wealth

work = wealth creation
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salaried workindependantcommunitySelf service

non profitdomestic

consumptionself-consumption

GDP =
visible economic wealth

world of work

invisible economic wealth

work = wealth creation

++ degree of autonomy / meaning --

++ degree of uncertainty      --

mechanization – globalization - financialization

Meaning
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at the end, sofware rules the world!dataAI
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2006 top market capitalizations

1. $447B 2. $384B 3. $294B

9. $225B

4. $274B 5. $271B

$162B ~$1B $61B$15B

? $86B $182B $128B?
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2018 top market capitalizations (May 9th)

1. $946B 3. $755B 4. $748B

13. $304B

2. $784B 5. $526B

45. $169B 9. $330B28. $181B

? $48B 22. $195B 21. $124B 8. $478B

6. $498B
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2016 2017 2018
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where does Gen Z live socially ?
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current generation of Internet leaders =
growing faster than previous generation
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China cities on-demand transportation – fastest growers



« Software is eating the world »

« The IoT will become the internet of everything »

« Data is the new oil »

« Cybercrime is the modern-Day mafia »

« AI is the new UI »

« Immersion is the new revolution »

« Real time is too late »

« Future of apps is no app »

« Power is switching from institutions to communities »

« Blockchain & Everything as a service »
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added value moves from performing the tasks itself to
formulation of the customer's request

design of the sol and the automata that execute it
the service, which consists of delivering15
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Digital at the heart of all organization strategies
automating

dematerialization
reorganization of intermediation schemes16
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The key success factor for organizations is 
recognizing changes and reacting quickly

17



20

product life and customer loyalty management 
starts after the sale

20



everything’s changing, very fast..



1 - Aspiration = commitment, 
happiness, well-being

#futureofwork

2 – Context = work, play and 
life are intimately intertwined



#futureofwork

3 – Company = skills 
marketplace and 
enrollment

Career = succession of 
employee and 
entrepreneur status



4 - hierarchical structures are 
challenged by networks of 
teams



#futureofwork

5 – Learning switches 
from push to pull

Permanent learning

Competitive advantage



#futureofwork

6 – Startup culture
lean startup
design thinking

growth hacking



#futureofwork

7 – Data is everything 
no project launched without clear metrics-driven goals
tracking plan => narrower segments 

Automate early



#futureofwork

8 – Uptodate tools are crucial
mobile apps
online video
social networks

have them or leave

4
4



#futureofwork

9 – Leaders need playgrounds instead of classrooms

meanings and values



KSF for large organizations to survive
partnership and equitable relations

make things possible and easier for others
rather than doing everything



We enter the era of the coordinator manager
bring out creativity and diversity in teams

from the confrontation of various points of view
managing diversity is today a prime skill of the leader



Distributed Autonomous Organizations
self checking smart contracts

by encoding company’s mission
without the need for a human drive




